. The final distinction between the present and the previous models is that we consider the coupling of two electrostatic waves with mostly parallel instead of perpendicular wave vectors, in accordance to the optimal coupling configurations (see section 5.2).
Daigne and Leblanc, 1986-1. KOM is further complicated by the fact that it has two distinct components, the narrow-band (nKOM) and the broad-band (bKOM) emission. These two components are believed to originate from different parts of the Jovian magnetosphere Green and Gumerr, 1980 •; yet their similarities in frequences, powers, occurrence rate, and polarization suggest that their emission mechanisms may still be related.
In this paper, we consider the generation of the Jovan nKOM by upconversion interactions of electrostatic plasma waves. Such radiation mechanism has been proposed previously for the terrestrial auroral kilometric radiation [Roux and Pellat, 1979] and the Jovian DAM [Goldstein et al., 1983 •. In those cases, the interactions were assumed to be dipolelike (i.e., kL1,2 >> kem and kL• --• --kL2), and the explicit satisfaction of the local electromagnetic dispersion relation in a magnetized plasma was not emphasized. This latter condition is crucial for determining the angles of propagation of the resulting radiation. Therefore, our results presented in the following are based on the detail satisfactions of the full dispersion relations of the interacting waves and the wave resonance conditions (equations (39) and (40)). Furthermore, a successful upconverCopyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 6A8747. 0148-0227/87/006A-8747505.00 sion interaction requires that the group velocities of the interacting waves be ordered so that the pump wave packets would be propagating in opposite directions (colliding) when viewed in the frame of the high frequency product wave [Kaup et al., 1979; Fung, 1985b] . This condition, generally ignored in the previous applications, is a stringent criterion controlling the possible coupling configurations and the upconversion efficiency of electrostatic to electromagnetic waves [Fung, 1985b] . The final distinction between the present and the previous models is that we consider the coupling of two electrostatic waves with mostly parallel instead of perpendicular wave vectors, in accordance to the optimal coupling configurations (see section 5.2).
We review first the pertinent observations of nKOM in the next section. We then identify, in section 3, the candidate pump waves amongst the electrostatic plasma waves observed in the Io plasma torus; a possible excitation mechanism for these waves will then be considered. In section 4, we develop the formalism and the equations that describe the coherent interaction between two electrostatic pump waves and an electromagnetic daughter wave. In section 5, we describe the coupling conditions ancl the source mooel •or nKOM. The resulting polarization and power are compared to the observa- There has been some confusion in the proper identification of the sense of polarization of the nKOM radiation. In the original paper by Kaisr and , the nKOM events were considered to be left-hand polarized. In a subsequent paper, Kaiser and Desch [1984] referred to unpublished work by Leblanc, who recognized that the exact orientation of the electrical plane of the PRA antennas during the Jupiter encounter trajectory would introduce a minus sign to the projection of the wave electric field onto the electrical plane. If this happened throughout the encounter, then the interpretation of the sense of polarization should be reversed [Kaiser and Desch, 1984] . However, it is now realized by Kaiser and Desch (private communication, 1985) that the original interpretation of the polarization was based on the strongest nKOM event observed by Voyager 2 near closest approach, which is not affected by the projection effect described before; thus the original identification of LH polarization for the nKOM radiation in the northern magnetic hemisphere remains correct (see also Daigne and Leblanc [1986] ). Polarization reversals sometimes occur upon spacecraft crossings of the magnetospheric neutral sheet. However, there is also a large number of current sheet crossings concurring with nKOM events that show no polarization reversal.
A remarkable feature of the nKOM is that the same region must remain active for a long period of time. During a threeweek interval, there were times when the nKOM was turned off for several planetary rotations. But when the nKOM reappeared, they continued on with the cycle of events as if there were no interruption of emission . [1980] discovered that the apparent nKOM source is rotating at a rate that is 3-5% slower than the planetary (system III) rotation rate. Based on the model of the radial breakdown in magnetospheric corotation [Hill, 1979 [Hill, , 1980 , this amount of corotation lag occurs at a radial distance of 8-9 R s, where R s is Jupiter's planetary radius. Furthermore, from direct measurement of bulk motions of plasma ions in the Io plasma torus, Bagenal and Sullivan [1981] showed that the inner Jovian magnetosphere ceases to corotate strictly with Jupiter at distances greater than about 7.5 R s. In particular, a less than 10% departure from corotational speed at distances between 7.5 R s and 8.5 R s provides a good agreement between ionic compositions and dynamics of different parts of the Io plasma torus at various radial distances. noted that Voyager 1 data show nKOM events down to a distance of 12 R s from Jupiter. Perhaps due to refraction, no nKOM was detected near Voyager 1 closest approach (4.9 Rs). On the other hand, Voyager 2 data show nKOM events even at times near the Voyager 2 closest encounter at 10 R s. These observations indicate that the nKOM source must lie in the periphery of the outer part of the Io plasma torus, between radial distances 7.5 R s to 9 Rs, where the local characteristic frequencies (top and f•e) can support radiation of about 100 kHz. Figure 2 shows the model contours of plasma frequencies and the R-X mode cutoff frequencies in the inner Jovian magnetosphere [Green and Gurnett, 1980] . It will be shown in section 3 that the nKOM source located between 7.5 and 9 R s, near the outer periphery of the plasma torus where the plasma parameters are characterized by 2.3 < EOp/f• e < 2.7, is consistent with the observations.
EXCITATION OF ELECTROSTATIC CYCLOTRON HARMONIC WAVES
In this section, we examine the possible excitation mechanism of the electrostatic plasma waves observed in the Io plasma torus. These waves may couple to produce electromagnetic radiation as they propagate into the resonance region, where the frequency and wave vector matching conditions (&o = 0, lik= 0) are satisfied. As we will see later, the maximum frequency for electrostatic waves in a cold, magnetized plasma is the upper hybrid resonance frequency. Therefore, the cold plasma model may be valid in the inner part (R < 5.6 Rs) and the outer periphery (R > 7.5 Rs) of the plasma torus. The existence of superharmonics in the warm torus indicates that finite temperature effects of the ambient plasma are not negligible I-Hubbard and Birmingham, 1978; Birmingham, 1981] . Since the source region of the nKOM emission is located at distances greater than 7.5 R s from Jupiter, where only harmonics of frequencies below the local roy, are observed, we consider that the cold plasma approximation is applicable for the consideration of the excitation of the electrostatic gyroharmonic waves.
Excitation Mechanism
The excitation mechanism of the terrestrial gyroharmonic waves has been studied quite extensively [Hubbard and Birmingham, 1978 where I n are the nth-order modified Bessel functions with argument zñ-(k•_Veff•e) 2. We note that no instability will result from the n-0 term. For instability, we require that 7 > 0. Then, in the cold plasma limit (Ito -nfiel >> k:Vell) and for a given harmonic number n -rn which leads to instability, we have an upper limit on the frequency of the unstable harmonic to < mfie(1 Tl' t -
Furthermore, the most unstable wave must have frequency that is sufficiently close to the cyclotron harmonic so that its contribution to the growth rate (7) will be driven unstable. Thus high harmonics are generated in the IPT, close to the magnetic or centrifugal equator where c%/C 4 is large, whereas low harmonics are produced in regions of lower density and/or stronger magnetic field (see Figure 2) . Figure 3 shows the latitudinal and radial variations of electron density in the plasma torus region. At radial distances between 7.5 Rj and 9 Rj the plasma densities are high near the equator. The corresponding plasma frequencies (,-, 142 kHz at 0600 SCET) are typically higher than the observed nKOM frequencies. We, therefore, conclude that the source of nKOM must be located near the outer periphery of the Io plasma torus, away from the magnetic (or centrifugal) equator. The bandwidths in k, 0, and co are given by the points where Im k/llm klma,,,-0.1. We thus have 20%kc/fie,..,<180, 67 <_ 0 _< 86, and 2.6209 % cot/fi e % 2.6454. In the next section we discuss how these electrostatic waves can take part in an upconversion process to produce radiation when they propagate into the resonance zone.
THREE-WAVE INTERACTION EQUATIONS AND THE COUPLING COEFFICIENT
The equations that describe coherent three-wave interaction processes can be derived by the standard multiple timescale analysis in which the wave profiles are separated into a fast 
vanish (i.e., &o = 0 and 5k = 0 at • = 0).
In the vicinity of the resonance point, we can normalize the wave amplitudes to the action densities of the waves. In the limit that the growth or damping rates of the plasma waves are negligibly small, the three-wave equations can be symmetrized, and a unique coupling coefficient can be defined. The energy density carried by a wave in a plasma is given by [Landau and Lifshitz, 1960; Stix, 1962] (23) and (26)).
FV• = E,* ß •--• (coD,). E,

COUPLING GEOMETRY AND SOURCE MODEL
In this section, we propose a source model for the nKOM emission of Jupiter. We demonstrate that configuration constraints for efficient upconversion coupling [Fung, 1985b] can be satisfied in the Io plasma torus. We first discuss the conditions that control the upconversion coupling configuration.
Conditions for Coupling
Resonant three-wave interaction cannot occur among an arbitrary triplet of waves. We list below the conditions which allow three-wave resonant interaction. (Subscripts 1 and 2 ion is valid only when the electrostatic pump waves are sufficiently strong to cause pump-depletion in generating the electromagnetic wave. The more complete description of the relation between the "areas" of pump and daughter waves must be used when more general situation is considered [Fung, 1985b ].
If we assume that the planetary dipole magnetic field in the Io plasma torus region is essentially perpendicular to the magnetic equator, we can take the radiation emitted from every point in the source region to be confined to a beamlet of 1 degree radius (Table la) A remarkable feature of the nKOM is that the emission can go off for a period of time (say, a few planetary rotations) and reappear without any phase-lag in the nKOM occurrence pattern . This indicates that the source region remains coherent at all times. We have seen in Section 5.2 that the occurrence of coupling of the electrostatic plasma waves relies on the presence of a density gradient. The orientation of the density gradient with respect to the magnetic field effectively determines the location of the resonance region and the beaming angles of the resultant radiation. Figure 11 strongly suggests that the proper orientation of the local density gradient exists near the source region of nKOM (7.5 R s < R < 9 Rs). Temporary "blackouts" of the nKOM can result if the "reversed" density gradient has a slow time variation. In our model, we relied on the propagation effects of the electrostatic waves in a slightly inhomogeneous plasma to achieve the proper coupling configuration. However, the region of interaction was regarded as sufficiently small (L < 0.1 Ln) so that it is essentially homogeneous. We, therefore, attribute the observed bandwidth (Av • 40 to 80 kHz) of the nKOM to the large scale inhomogeneity within the Io plasma torus. Although narrow-band emission is expected from a coherent interaction, when density or magnetic gradierst (preserving WKB) exists in the plasma, the wave resonance conditions can only be satisfied locally (see section 3). If such local resonances are satisfied over an extended region of the plasma, broadband emission may result. Alternatively, when the plasma parameters (roe, f•e) vary sufficiently rapidly (still remaining WKB for wave propagation), the eigenfrequencies of the electrostatic waves would have finite bandwidths. In this case, the resonances between the central frequencies and the corresponding neighboring frequencies in the interacting wave packets will result in broadband emission via incoherent interactions [Hasegawa, 1975] . Therefore, nonlinear wavewave interactions may also be responsible for the emission of the bKOM ]. An extension of our theory to the bKOM will be considered in a separate paper.
